Lesson 9
Words

bat      rat      she      rabbit      red
trash    there    prints    said    her  (10)
past     bed      basket    bad      she
red      desk     bin      trash    print
rabbit   aha      can      bat      her  (25)
there    she      can't     hid      are
their    ran      red      rabbit    there
her      are      trash    desk     print  (40)
I        be      said     red      she
asks     trash    bin      Ben      the  (50)
Lesson 9
Phrases

she prints rabbit in red red pen is in

aha she said her kids ran are her kids

hid Nan’s red pen in the trash can I be (28)

sits at her desk pen isn’t there she can’t print

are her kids Stan’s a rat be a rat (47)

she’s a rabbit in the trash be a rabbit

has her red isn’t there bat and rat (64)
Lesson 9
Story

A Bat, a Rat, and a Rabbit

Nan sits at her desk.

Ann, Dan, and Stan are her kids. (19)

“Can I be a bat?” asks Dan. Stan asks, “Can I be a rat?”

Nan has her red pen. She prints in red: (42)

“Bat” and “Rat.”

“Stan’s a rat. Dan’s a bat.” Nan said.

Her kids ran past the desk. (59)

Stan hid Nan’s red pen in the trash bin.

“Can I be a rabbit?” asks Ann. Nan’s pen isn’t there.

She can’t print “Rabbit.” (83)

Stan ran past and said, “The red pen is in the bin!”

“Aha!” said Nan. She prints “Rabbit” in red.

Nan said, “Ann’s a rabbit!”